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Minutes of Grading Committee Meeting 

1st March 2017 

1. Welcome Ryan Smith welcomed the committee to the March2017 Grading Meeting; the 

meeting took place at Ryan Smith’s home and began at 7.30 pm.  

The following members of the committee were present Ryan Smith (Chair), Gwyn Airdrie & 

Steve Savage 

2. Apologies Received from Dave Smith (Appointments), Sion Bowen (Training)& Dermot 

Collins who sent an extensive list of thoughts & recommendations to be considered 

3. Previous Meeting Minutes and Actions 

Last Meeting Minutes agreed and accepted by WSOR Executive.  

No matters arising to report back on noted. 

4. Match Observer Report Quality Control 

Continued good quality reports in the main, however it was noted that a few MOs have 

started to deviate from the factual evidence based reporting that we strive towards. 

Specifically; including information on logistical problems at clubs which although useful 

should be fed back in a different way to avoid distracting from information on the referee’s 

performance, being overly generous in the award of certain standards on the report form. 

RS to email the MO group. 

5. Development Squad Nominations 

The committee was asked to consider nominations for the society’s development squad next 

season based on the selection criteria outlined in the development squad policy. Based on 

the evidence available at this stage of the season the following referees were chosen by this 

committee to nominate: 

- Rory Fisher 

- Harvey Knight 

- Dan Rowlands 

- Rhys Davies 

- Ben Kili 

- Tom Hill 

- Tom Boulton 

- Miles Pigdon 

- Callum George 

As there are still 2 months left of the season this list will be reviewed as more evidence is 

garnered. The final decision is made by the training committee and nominations from the 

induction squad manger will also be considered. 

6. Referee Reports Exchanges, Internal (incl Coach Reviews) and DVDS 

Before the meeting committee had independently examined referee performance evidence 

of coach summaries, WSOR match observer reports, Exchange reports and Dartfish game 

DVDs. 

Evidence on the following referees was received since the last meeting: 

a. Richard Bonner Good performances on L6 university games noted, it was noted 

however that Richard’s evidence base of performances in L6 league games is limited. 

Further games of this type are needed to convince the committee that Richard is 

capable at the top level of games the society has to offer. Unfortunately Richard has 

pulled out of his upcoming L6 league game injured; we want to stress that as with 
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other referees Richard should focus on being fully recovered before returning. 

Remains L7A. 

b. Tom Boulton Two reports considered both confirming the view that Tom is correctly 

graded. Has upcoming assessment on L10 league game with DVD should form a 

more meaningful assessment of Tom’s abilities. Remains L10B. 

c. Sion Bowen Rebanded to L8B. 

d. Kieran Bowerbank Report from as well as email exchange with his coach considered. 

Kieran continues to have the same issues with management and escalation of 

sanctions that were first identified a year ago. This committee would like to see a 

greater focus on self-analysis from Kieran in order to progress. Remains L8B. 

e. Rhys Davies Report received from Dorset & Wilts exchange where Rhys went 

despite advice from this committee & his coach regarding his injury. Disappointing 

performance followed when injury recurred. We want to reinforce Rhys’ coach’s 

advice that Rhys learns from this experience and follows the advice given by so 

many experienced members of the society to him to get himself completely fit 

before trying to referee again. Remains L8A. 

f. Aodhan Deans Good performance on tough L7 university game in terrible conditions 

for rugby. Felt that Aodhan’s portfolio was deficient in evidence from L7 league 

games that would allow for rebanding. Remains L7C.  

g. Kindy Devgun Performances in Warwickshire shield, semi-final & final discussed. 

Satisfactory performances displayed with on-going development needs for a newly 

promoted L6 referee. Remains L6C. 

h. Dan Everett Report from Colts game & AR feedback considered. Ongoing areas for 

development around escalation of sanctions and changing player behaviour persist. 

Has been watched by Fred Farndon regarding his application to join the national 

panel as an AR; several clear development areas identified for Dan to work on. 

Remains L8C. 

i. Callum George Good performance on 1st L10 league game with clear development 

areas identified to be addressed before promotion can be considered. Remains 

L10B.  

j. Marcus Greenaway Good performance which demonstrated his experience in 

handling sensitive fixtures. Remains L5/6 SER. 

k. Tom Hill Good performance on 1st L10 league game with clear development areas 

identified to be addressed before promotion can be considered. Remains L10B. 

l. Richard Hobley Report from AEI vs Leamington considered. Richard doesn’t referee 

regularly and so hasn’t had the benefit of a MO for a considerable time. 

Performance reflected this and gave Richard some clear areas to work on if he wants 

to progress to higher level games. We hope that this report will help Richard in his 

sterling work he does mentoring YWs. Remains L11C. 

m. Dan Hollands DVD performance in tough L9 league game, demonstrated reasonable 

management skills alongside need to improve physical conditioning in order to 

progress. Remains L9C. 

n. Simon Jeavons Competent performance in L10 2nd team game. Unable to consider 

rebanding as Simon has not passed either the laws exam or fitness test. Remains 

L10C. 
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o. Andy Jones Satisfactory DVD performance in ladies varsity match. Has L8 match 

upcoming which should form a more meaningful assessment of Andy’s abilities. 

Remains L9B. 

p. Sam Kincaid Minute missing from February minutes in error. Competent 

performance in DVD’d game Broadstreet IIs vs Syston IIs. Unable to consider 

rebanding as Sam has not passed either the laws exam or fitness test. Remains L7C. 

q. Harvey Knight Good performance on colts game slightly detracted from by not 

managing poor sportsmanship during the game strongly enough. Technical 

refereeing and general game management skills have shown considerable 

improvement which along with evidence from coaching summary report support 

reband to L7A and carefully selected L6 game in the next round. Rebanded to L7A. 

r. Mark Lavelle Good performance on first out of county exchange supported view 

that Mark is more than capable at L9 and is ready for testing at L8. Rebanded to 

L9A. 

s. Steve Meszar Competent performance on DVD supporting previous report’s view. 

Rebanded to L11B. 

t. Phil Monaghan Performance in difficult circumstances in a game with high 

management challenge at Bedworth discussed. Much to learn from this experience 

going forward. Remains L8B. 

u. Martin Nailor Report from Rugby St Andrews vs Shipston game considered. High 

challenge game, with foul play handled well, however the high penalty count and 

lack of ‘technical yellow cards’ to address this should be considered by Martin ahead 

of his upcoming L7 league game which will provide a more meaningful assessment 

of his abilities. Remains L8A. 

v. Jeremy Nesbitt Exchange report from rearranged Buckinghamshire exchange not 

received. Two L8 school/colts games and one L7 university game considered all of 

which supported reband decision made last month to L8A. Has L7 league game this 

weekend which will provide a more meaningful assessment of Jeremy’s abilities. 

Remains L8A. 

w. Nigel Pigdon DVD performance showing continued development at L9. Remains 

L9B. 

x. Dan Rowland Solid performance in challenging L7 league match with some 

development areas identified, followed by a good performance showing a real step 

up in an England u18 selection trial (considered to be L6+ in standard) where Dan 

addressed these points well. Rebanded to L7A. 

y. Howard Russell Good performance on L8 university game highlighting both 

Howard’s strengths and weaknesses. Becoming established at L8 following 

upgrading in December. Rebanded to L8B 

z. Hayden Sarjeant Has been nominated as a national panel AR and was viewed very 

positively on his first assessment by Fred Farndon. Recently returned from injury, 

plan to monitor refereeing performances on return. Remains L6B. 

aa. Nigel Scott Another performance in L8 exchange game which demonstrated Nigel’s 

competence at L8 reinforced the view that his performances to date this season 

would support rebanding to L8B – which would facilitate a more varied selection of 

games within his level – however Nigel is still yet to complete either the laws exam 

or fitness test giving this committee no room to manoeuvre. Remains L8C. 
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bb. Jonathan Thombs Solid performance in L10 2nd team game, Jonathon has clear areas 

to address in terms of conciseness and accuracy of communication before higher 

banding can be considered. Remains L10B. 

cc. Charlie Yeomanson  Satisfactory performance on DVD’d game Difficult comment 

further this without audio feed. Remains L6/7 SER. 

 

7. Recommendations to Appointments from Grading Committee 

a. 18 March 
i. L8 

1. Adam Page Rugby St Andrews v Shipston  
2. RFU Senior vase midlands final To3: 

a. Harvey Knight 
b. Hayden Sarjaent (AR1) 
c. Martin Nailor (AR2) 

b. 25 March 
i. L6 

1. Harvey Knight Kenilworth v Worcester 
2. Richard Bonner Newbold v Dronfield 
3. Hayden Sarjaent Stratford v Burton* 

ii. L7 
1. Dan Rowlands Hartlepool s Hartepool Rovers  
2. Martin Nailor Horden & Peterlee v Gosforth 
3. Roy Shallcross Rugby Lions v Barker Butts 
4. Jeremy Nesbitt Silhillians v Southam 
5. Marcus Greenaway Old Laurentians vs Oadby 

iii. L8 
1. Tony Venables Seaton Carew v Redcar 

iv. L9 
1. Ben Kili Hartlepool BBOB v Seghill 
2. Nigel Pigdon Wensleydale v Aireborough 

 
*If Hayden Sarjeant not available, Stratford game to be offered to exchange due to 
importance to league outcome and lack of suitable L6+ referees within county for highly 
demand weekend with many critical games 
 

c. 1 April 
i. L6 

1. Dan Rowlands Kenilworth v Moseley Oak 
ii. L7 

1. Rory Fisher Barker Butts v Sillhillians 
2. Stuart Turnbull Berkswell v Rugby Lions 
3. Martin Nailor Dunlop v Pinley 
4. Marcus Greenway Earlsdon v Nuneaton OEs 
5. Jeremy Nesbitt Spartans v Southam 

iii. L8 
1. Mark Lavelle Bedworth v Shipston 
2. Andy Jones Manor Park v Old Coventrians 

 
8. Any Other Business 
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a. Rugby School 450th anniversary 7s scheduled for 24th/25th March considered that 

society can barely provide enough suitable referees for demanding league schedule 

that day. SS believed this tournament should be offered to Midlands division (L5) to 

ensure suitable quality of officials for the teams participating. Action DS 

b. In view of the stage of the season with promotion/relegation decisions it has been 

decided that a separate meeting will be needed to consider league games ahead of 

the next grading meeting. Agreed this would be at 6:00pm on 20th March at Varsity 

Pub (ahead of the open meeting).  Due to obvious importance of appointments 

team input DS to send a member of his team if he cannot attend. Action DS. 

c. It was noted that with the report on Richard Hobley all referees –even those who 

don’t referee regularly– have now been watched this season. This is an excellent 

achievement and all involved should be congratulated for this. 

 

9. Grading Decisions Summary of Promotion/Re Banding 

a. Promotions 

i. Ben Kili to L9B 

b. Rebandings 

i. Harvey Knight to L7A 

ii. Dan Rowlands to L7A 

iii. Sion Bowen to L8B 

iv. Howard Russell to L8B 

v. Mark Lavelle to L9A 

Date of next meeting tbc  

 

 

 

 


